
 MEET THE MOBILIZER 

Since 2008, Catavolt has worked 
with medical device manufacturers to 
mobilize their processes and improve 
overall operational efficiency.

Zimmer Biomet manufactures innovative 
medical devices that help treat disorders 
of, or injuries to, the bones, joints, and 
soft supporting tissue.

Meet the Mobilizer

Paul Powell is a Group Field Inventory 
Analyst at Zimmer Biomet.

What was Zimmer Biomet’s original app 
idea? 

Zimmer Biomet started with a business 
challenge. “In our case, the challenge 
we addressed was surfacing information 
to our users in a quickly consumable 
way,” said Powell. With Catavolt, Zimmer 
Biomet created dashboards and gadgets 
that the users refresh throughout the day 
on a large television in the packaging 
center.

How did Zimmer Biomet involve their 
users in the app creation process? 

“Our users were asking for faster ways 
to surface information from our system 
because they are very busy. The fact that

the solutions we created with Catavolt 
were mobile was icing on the cake,” said 
Powell.

In terms of involving users in the app 
creation process, Zimmer Biomet 
focused on the problems they were 
asking to solve, and their current 
workflow to address the problem. “We 
needed to know the “problem” and 
their “workflow” because we wanted to 
“meet them where they are” – by this, we 
mean, “are you mobile? are you at your 
desk? are you on the shop floor?” The 
beauty of Catavolt’s platform is that we 
can always meet them there – no matter 
where “there” is,” said Powell.

Zimmer Biomet then created solutions 
that were absolutely as simple as 
possible with the least clicks, least steps, 
and auto-populate tools available for as 
many variables as possible. This has led 
to many “quick-wins” with their users 
with simple solutions that address real 
day-to-day problems, freeing their users 
up to focus on more pressing issues.

What app does Zimmer Biomet use the 
most? 

Zimmer Biomet’s most used app is 
their information dashboard for their 
Pack-To-Order process that surfaces 
information 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ppowell/


regarding incoming customer orders, status of in-process orders, and movement of 
products from packaging to shipping.

“A dashboard may seem trivial as the most-used app given the power of the Catavolt 
platform, but this a very time sensitive process because any order that our customers 
place by 3:30 pm, ships the same day. Staying aware of this demand “automatically” 
is extremely important,” said Powell.

Prior to the app, users had to stay logged into Zimmer Biomet’s ERP system and 
manually refresh various objects to get up-to-date information. Now, they simply 
glance at the monitor and know what’s coming and what still needs to be completed 
that day.

What was the biggest impact your apps have had on how Zimmer Biomet does 
business? 

“We have freed up our team to focus on the challenges that occur in our fast-paced 
environment rather than having to stop and gather information from ERP system 
manually,” said Powell, “This is huge and hard to emphasize enough. We have also 
been able to adjust how IT provides solutions to our users. We are able to give love 
to those day-to-day tiny projects that never make top-billing in the IT project list but 
have huge impact on our ability to serve our customers.”

Zimmer Biomet is now able to provide solutions to problems as they are discussed, 
and free up hours per week for their teams that were previously manually researching 
manufacturing order statuses. “In short, we help our team get things done faster so 
they can do more for our customers…now,” said Powell.

What advice does Zimmer Biomet have for other companies looking to go mobile? 

Solve problems. Solve problems. And then, solve problems. There is a strong desire, 
after seeing the power of the Catavolt platform to want to start their users with a 
flashy solution that has bells and whistles at every turn. However, in my experience, 
they find themselves enamored with the idea and not the actual end result, and this 
is because they lost sight of the problem that needed to be solved for their users.

If your users need up-to-date information about sales orders, give them that. If they 
didn’t ask for three charts and a map that are drill-down capable, don’t put them in 
– even though it’s amazingly simple to do that in Catavolt. Solve problems for your 
users, make their lives easier, help them get more done in less time, and do it as 
simply and efficiently as possible.

https://www.catavolt.com/resources/

